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Building on the range of council and partnership strategies 
in place and in development, the update sets out seven 
interconnected priority areas of work that, taken together, 
will deliver better outcomes for everyone in Leeds:

• Good growth
• Transport and infrastructure
• Low carbon
• Resilient communities
• Health and wellbeing
• Better lives for people with  

care and support needs
• Child friendly city

-
ority areas what the issues are and some of the things we 
and our partners across all sectors are doing in response, 

to tackling poverty and inequalities. This provides an intro-
duction to some of the fantastic collaborative and innova-
tive work that’s underway in the city with more detail avail-
able in the referenced supporting documents, available on 
our website leeds.gov.uk.   

as an organisation with our values at the core of how we 
work, we need to commission and deliver our services 

demands on all public services.  

Despite the pressures,  
we remain ambitious as a council,  

a city and a region.

Through strong partnership working and ongoing 
engagement with communities and residents, we’ve 
achieved some real results on our journey to become the 
best city which you can read more about in our annual 
performance reports. This led to us winning the Municipal 
Journal’s prestigious ‘Local Authority of the Year’ award 
in 2016 and puts us in a great position to make the 
most of future opportunities, be they through devolution, 

relationships with people and communities in the city.  

City Council can make, working with partners, providing 
leadership and bringing people and organisations together 
around ambitious, shared outcomes. 

None of this is possible without our skilled and 
dedicated councillors and staff: the elected members 
who serve the city and everyone who works for the 

front-line services, plays a vital role in delivering our 
Best Council Plan. We want to take this opportunity to 
thank you all for your efforts so far and the hard work 
that will be needed in 2017/18 and beyond.  

 
BEST CITY • BEST COUNCIL

           Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

Our vision is for Leeds to be the best city in the UK: one that is compassionate  
with a strong economy, which tackles poverty and reduces the inequalities that still exist.  
We want Leeds to be a city that is fair and sustainable, ambitious, fun and creative for all 

with a council that its residents can be proud of: the best council in the country.  

Leeds has recovered well from the recession and is 

for even more. We are now the second most attractive 
‘core city’ for inward investment, have the fastest rate 
of private sector jobs growth of any major UK city and 
Leeds has been recognised as the best city in the 
UK for quality of life. Major development projects are 
underway across the city with businesses investing, 
innovating and creating new jobs.

However, we know that the  
benefits of Leeds’ economic 

growth are not reaching everyone. 

20% of the Leeds population – almost 155,000 people 

with a number of our residents in low-wage and insecure 
jobs. Health and education attainment inequalities persist 
with particular impacts on those most disadvantaged in 
society, many of whom live in areas deemed to be some 
of the most deprived in the country, and welfare changes 
could worsen the poverty gap. 

This Best Council Plan update for 2017/18 therefore 
maintains our long-term strategic focus on tackling poverty 
and inequalities through a combination of strengthening the 
economy and doing this in a way that is compassionate, 
that allows us to support the most vulnerable. 

10,000 

people employed in 
Leeds’ digital sector

26  
million
visitors welcomed by 
Leeds in 2015 - worth £1.5 
billion to the local economy150+ 

Syrian refugees 
welcomed by 
Leeds as part 

of national 
resettlement 
programme

183,000 
children and young 

people in the city 

62% 

of all registered social care 
services in Leeds have 

been rated as ‘good’

103,000
registered Leeds  
Let’s Get Active  
members

£7 million
saved every year by 

the RERF compared to 
previous costs  

UK’s 3rd 
largest 
retail centre  
outside London

40%
of Leeds’ waste is 

recycled – equal to the 
weight of 3,200 double 

decker buses 

Cllr Judith Blake
Leader of  

Leeds City  
Council

Tom Riordan
Chief Executive of 

Leeds City  
CouncilCouncil

246,000 

older people living in 
 

aged over 85
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OUTCOMES

We want everyone in Leeds to…

GOOD 
GROWTH

Growing the economy, 
creating jobs, improving 

skills, promoting a  
vibrant city

2017/18 
PRIORITIES

LOW  
CARBON 

Reducing emissions, 
tackling fuel poverty, 

and secure  
energy 

What we and our partners  
are doing in 2017/18  
to improve outcomes

i
BETTER  
LIVES

 Giving people with 
care and support 

needs the right care 
and support at the 

right time 

HEALTH &  
WELLBEING 

 Supporting healthy 
lifestyles, improving mental 

health and wellbeing, 
integrating health  
and social care

RESILIENT 
COMMUNITIES

Building strong, cohesive 
communities, raising 
aspirations, reducing 

CHILD- 
FRIENDLY CITY
Keeping children safe, 

supporting families, 
raising aspirations  
and educational 

attainment

TRANSPORT &  
INFRASTRUCTURE 

Connecting people and 
places, improving  
air quality, meeting  

housing needs

• Be safe and feel safe

•   Enjoy happy, healthy, 
active lives  

• Live in good quality, 
affordable homes  
within clean and well  
cared for places

• Do well at all levels of 
learning and have the 
skills they need for life 

• Enjoy greater access to  
green spaces, leisure  
and the arts

• Earn enough to  

support themselves  
and their families

• Move around a  
well-planned city easily

• Live with dignity and  
stay independent for  
as long as possible  

OUR VALUES

BREAKTHROUGH PROJECTS – Helping deliver the Best Council Plan
Cutting carbon  

and improving  

air quality

World class events and a 

vibrant city centre that all 

can benefit from

More jobs,  

better jobs

Early intervention 

and reducing  

health inequalities

    

 
BEST COUNCIL PLAN 2017/18: 

Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

Underpinning what we  
do and how we worki

Innovation and collaboration, on a city-wide scale, driving change for individuals, communities and public servicesi
Strong communities  

benefiting from a  

strong city

Making Leeds 

the best place 

to grow old in

Housing growth  

and high standards  

in all sectors

Tackling domestic  

violence and 

abuse

AMBITIONS    •   Leeds… A Strong Economy and a Compassionate City    •   Leeds City Council… 

Being open, honest and trusted     Treating people fairly    Spending money wisely     Working as a team for Leeds    Working with all communities
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TELLING THE STORY   

415,000 
jobs in Leeds  

– back to pre-recession levels

80,000 
jobs in Leeds paying less than the Real 
Living Wage of £8.25 an hour  

– many in part time roles, in insecure 
jobs, including zero hour contracts

6% 
increase in average earnings 

in Leeds – the biggest 
increase anywhere in the UK  

1/3
of all children and two  

thirds of adults in Leeds 
are either overweight or obese

17 

council operated leisure and wellbeing 
centres attracting 3.5m annual visits

348,000
visits to Let’s Get Active 
sessions. We now have 

103,000 registered  
Leeds Let’s Get Active 

members  

4,712 

across the metropolitan district 
of Leeds from Storm Eva

2 

wettest UK winters on record were 

weather is becoming more frequent

3,000 

 

11-17
 year old age group has seen the  

highest increase for children  
 who are looked after 

 

360
 children entered care during 

2015/16 – primary reason for this 
was due to neglect and abuse 

 

694
carers registered at the end 
of March 2016 with a net gain 
of 26 mainstream carers

246,000 

older people living in Leeds  

 

13% 
increase by 2020 of those most 

in need of care and support 

 

£6.8m
 grants per year provided for 1,000 

adaptations to private homes 

 

8,169 
people responded online 
in 2016 to develop a new 

Transport Strategy for Leeds 
helping tackle air quality issues

£270m 

public and private sector 
investment to be made available 

for transport in Leeds

3.66m  
tonnes

 
emitted by Leeds  

110,000  
tonnes of this coming 
from the council

1,109 tonnes
of carbon saved in 2016  

 
council buildings and  
1,000 council homes

Best Council : Efficient and Enterprising Organisation

£81.8m 

savings needed by  
March 2018

17 to 4 

reduction of city centre 
Council buildings by 

2017/18

1,600
members of staff have gone 
through new ways of working  
– with a further 2,000 planned

60%  
Interim target for reduction 

by 2030 – aiming for 80% 
reduction by 2050

Some examples explaining how we tackle challenges  
in our Best Council Plan Priority areasi

all but one current and proposed Air Quality 
Management Areas in Leeds are ranked 

among the city’s 30% most deprived areas

Good growth

Health & wellbeing

Better lives

Resilient communities

Transport & infrastructure

Child friendly city

Low carbon



  

from or contributing fully to the 
city’s economic success  
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Leeds has recovered well from the recession with 
new jobs being created, falling unemployment, 
rising wages and increased tourism and investment 
in the city. However economic productivity has not 
increased and there remains significant poverty in 
Leeds. The council is committed to “good growth”: 
working with partners to ensure that supporting 
economic growth and tackling poverty are truly 
two sides of the same coin. By creating more and 
better jobs and by enhancing the ability of all our 

people to contribute to the economy to their full 
potential, we can boost economic productivity and 
competitiveness, reduce the costs of poverty to the 
economy and the taxpayer and improve outcomes 
for the people of Leeds. The public sector has a 
role in promoting trade and investment in the city, 
backing innovators and entrepreneurs, providing 
the right conditions for businesses to grow 
and encouraging them to invest back into their 
workforce and local communities.   

GOOD GROWTH   
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

What we’re doing 

.....................
The council is currently producing a  
Leeds Growth Strategy for the period  
2017-20. It will support economic growth,  
identifying sectors and locations for growth, alongside 
regeneration, housing, skills, transport and infrastructure 
opportunities. Key themes include: tackling unemployment 
and low pay; regenerating neighbourhoods and centres 

supporting businesses to grow and invest; and supporting 
and harnessing innovation. This forms part of an integrated 
approach around providing more joined-up services and 
support to vulnerable customers and communities.  

.......................................
We must equip people with the skills, resilience and ability to 
adapt to changes in technology and the labour market, and 
to take advantage of new opportunities. 

We are providing leadership and 
coordination to develop the education  
and skills system to support economic 
growth, and to enable people to fulfill  

their economic potential. 

This involves putting employers at the centre of the skills 
system, working with schools, colleges, universities and 
training and careers and employment advice providers: for 

Plan. The Manufacturing University Technical College, 
recently opened in the South Bank, will help address skills 
shortages in the manufacturing sector. There is scope for 

.......................................
Through our cross-cutting ‘breakthrough project’ More Jobs, 
Better Jobs and in partnership with the Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation, we are encouraging in-work progression, good 

working, and tackling low pay. The council, alongside a 
number of other major employers in the city, is taking a lead 

accredited by the Living Wage Foundation, higher than 
government’s national minimum wage. By engaging with 
developers and strengthening planning obligations, we 
are ensuring that local people are given the opportunity 
to get work and training on major schemes, such as 

.......................................
An important factor in the economic competitiveness of 
cities is the proportion of graduates in the workforce and 
so our Growth Strategy will aim to develop, attract and 
retain graduates with the skills to help grow the economy. 

entrepreneurs is also required and so we will continue to 
support the creation of new businesses and the growth of 

in the city centre, centred around the university campuses, 
 

 
 

the potential to bring together some of our most creative and 
innovative institutions, businesses and people. 

.......................................
In partnership with the Leeds City Region Enterprise 

Chamber of Commerce, the council supports business 
growth through the Leeds City Region Growth Hub; the 
Ad:venture enterprise programme; the Leeds City Region 

Support project. Working closely with the Invest Leeds 
City Region team we will build on our strong inward 
investment performance and strengthen our Key Account 
Management system for managing our relationships with 
the private sector. 
.......................................
Leeds’ proposal for European Capital of Culture 2023 
highlights our ambition and the bid later in 2017 will seek 
to involve and to be owned by the whole city. This forms 
part of our ongoing engagement that began in 2016 to 
develop a Leeds Culture Strategy and underpins our 
cross-cutting ‘breakthrough project’ World-class events 
and a vibrant city centre
and becoming more pedestrian-friendly, providing low 
cost events to encourage community participation and 
creating an improved public realm.  

.......................................
The Leeds Growth Strategy will complement work in the 
city region, including the LEP’s Strategic Economic Plan 
2016-36 – a plan which aims to unlock the region’s vast 
economic potential by enabling business and enterprise to 
thrive – and the work of the Northern Powerhouse initiative, 

to also encompass employment and skills, trade and 
investment, innovation and enterprise, and housing. 

.......................................
At a national level, Leeds is helping to shape 

the policy agenda around the concept of 
inclusive growth by contributing to the  

RSA’s Inclusive Growth Commission

– an independent inquiry looking to identify practical ways 
to make local economies across the UK more inclusive 
and prosperous by enabling the widest range of people 

point plan for the city to: maintain momentum on major 
development and infrastructure schemes and economic 
projects; support businesses and institutions such as the 
universities and NHS; create a more tolerant and united city; 

outward looking image of Leeds as an international city. 

For Leeds and the wider Leeds City Region, securing 
greater devolution powers will enhance our ability to 
support economic growth and tackle deprivation.

– 
due for publication summer 2017)

• Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan 2016-36
due for 

publication spring 2017)

Key strategies and 
related documents:

 
in-work poverty  
was estimated  

to affect 

15,000 

HOUSEHOLDS
 in Leeds 

 
The North underperforms  
the rest of the UK by

25%
based on economic output per 
head – this means that we are 
working harder to produce the 
same amount of goods and 
services, the result of which 
creates a stagnation of  
wages and living standards  
Source: Northern Powerhouse  
Independent Economic Review 2016

Low pay is a 

over 80,000 jobs in 
Leeds – many of  
them part-time – pay 
less than the Real 
Living Wage of £8.25 
an hour  

 

67% 

 
Leeds children  
classed as living 

‘IN POVERTY’ 

are estimated to be from 
working families 

1 in 8
of all working age adults in the  

but in more deprived areas this 

1 in 5 BENEFIT

£

gxu

150,000 
 PEOPLE 

 
 

wards ranked  
amongst  
the 

10%  
most deprived  
nationally

CONTRACT

0 HOURS

..........................................                            .............

9,500
 WORKERS 

are on zero hour contracts

At 9.6% 

UNEMPLOYMENT
in Leeds remains above national 

 
rises to more than

20%
in some areas,  

such as Seacroft,  
Hunslet and  

Richmond Hill
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• Leeds Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016-21

• Leeds Child Healthy Weight Plan 2016-21

• Leeds Maternity Strategy 2015-20 

• Leeds Strategy for Sport and Active Lifestyles 2013-18

• Leeds Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016-21

• Leeds Child Healthy Weight Plan 2016-21

• Leeds Maternity Strategy 2015-20 

• Leeds Strategy for Sport and Active Lifestyles 2013-18

Key strategies and 
related documents:

.......................................
We are re-tendering the Leeds Integrated Healthy 

people engaging in multiple unhealthy lifestyles; respond 

health; and support people to change behaviour.

.......................................
We will review the NHS Healthcheck programme to ensure 
it is focused on and accessible to those most at need and 
will re-commission services that increase the uptake of 
cancer screening programmes with targeted communities.

.......................................
We will continue to implement our Mental Health Leeds 
programme to improve mental health and wellbeing, 
working with communities with the greatest need across 
the city. 

We will deliver an updated Leeds  
Suicide Prevention Plan 2017-20

– based on the recommendations of the Leeds Suicide 
Audit carried out in 2016. The audit is considered to be the 
‘gold standard’ of best practice and is recommended by 
Public Health England as a model for other areas to learn 
from. We are investing in a long-term vision to secure a 

sustainable leisure and wellbeing centres to support the 
health and wellbeing of those in most need, providing 
access to places where people can be active and accrue 

partners alongside our own Sports and Active Lifestyles, 

development of a Food Charter with a range of partners to 
set a clear vision for food and nutrition in the city.

.......................................
We will continue to implement the Leeds Child Healthy 
Weight Plan with actions for 2017/18 including: increasing 

parents in the early years; HAPPY – a new intervention to 
tackle maternal obesity; and the Healthy Start in Childcare 
initiative. Helping to give every child the best start in life, 
we will progress the Leeds Infant Feeding Plan, ‘Food for 
Life’ by further embedding the council’s Breast Feeding 

Programme. We will also seek to achieve Unicef UK Baby 

Service and work with Children’s Centres to gain Stage 1 
accreditation. Accreditation is based on a set of standards 
for maternity health visiting, neonatal and children’s 

.......................................
We are developing a healthy ageing programme as part 
of the cross-cutting ‘breakthrough project’ Making Leeds 
the best city to grow old in with a focus on physical 
activity, malnutrition, and falls prevention.

.......................................
We are working with the Leeds CCGs as a pilot for 

.......................................

will establish an outbreak control plan to ensure Leeds is 
prepared, resilient and responsive to emergency incidents 
and outbreaks. We are also leading on programmes to 
tackle antimicrobial resistance across Leeds.

.......................................
We are leading public health programmes to reduce the 

and to reduce the health impacts of poor air quality  

.......................................
We are developing community-based syphilis testing 
within most at risk populations via Yorkshire Mesmac 

and Hepatitis C within targeted GP practices.

.......................................
Much will depend on changing the relationship between 
the public, workforce and services, so –

we work ‘with’ and not ‘do to’ 

face of rising cost pressures across health and social care. 
We need to encourage greater resilience in communities 
so that more people are supported to do more themselves, 
to improve and maintain their health and also  
reduce the demands on public services. 

The vision set out in the Leeds Health and Wellbeing 
Strategy is that we will be a healthy and caring 
city for all ages, where people who are the poorest 
will improve their health the fastest. By supporting 
healthy lifestyles, working with communities and 
targeting support in deprived areas we can reduce 
avoidable deaths, reduce avoidable illness and 
increase health and wellbeing. Through this work 

we will improve public knowledge about healthy 
living and encourage families to be active and 
take control of their own health and wellbeing. 
Improving health and wellbeing across Leeds needs 
to be everyone’s business so we must work with 
people on what matters to them and at the same 
time reimagine the way services and communities 
intervene and work together.

HEALTH & WELLBEING  
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

and wellbeing inequalities 
across Leeds, with a gap 

the most and least deprived 
areas of the city of  

10.8 yrs

40% 

of avoidable 
deaths due to 

unhealthy  
lifestyles

What we’re doing 
.........................
Health and care services in Leeds are  
entering a period of change, improvement  
and integration aimed at making care services 
more person-centred, joined-up and preventative, whilst 

whole system. To take this forwards, the Leeds Health  

and the council with four themes: Prevention; Self-
 

.......................................
of secondary Care Resources and Facilities; Urgent  
Care / Rapid Response in times of Crisis. Many changes 
will be led by NHS organisations, such as developing an 
accountable care system to provide integrated care around 
people and communities needs and the Mental Health 

play a leading role, working with partners through our 
cross-cutting ‘breakthrough project’, Early Intervention and 
Reducing Health Inequalities. 

Across Leeds 
around one in 

say they often 
feel stressed 

33%
of 5 year-olds  
in Leeds have  
dental decay  
and nearly  
half of 12  
year olds 

There are higher  

transmitted infections 
in Leeds compared to 
the rest of the country, 
particularly affecting

15-24 
YEAR OLDS.  

People living in deprived areas typically 
have more years of long-term ill health, 

higher levels of poor mental health  
and wellbeing, and mental illness

50%
of all children in Leeds are not 
achieving the levels of physical 

 – 1 in 3 are classed 
as obese

 
ill health across  

the city

For those that need  
care, this is often  
organised around  
single illnesses: the 
challenge is, instead, to 
look at all of an individual’s 
needs along with their social 
and economic conditions 
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Leeds is one of the fastest growing cities in the 
UK with people of different ages and from many 
different backgrounds, cultures and beliefs living 
and working alongside each other. As a City of 
Sanctuary, we celebrate this rich diversity and want 
Leeds to be a welcoming city for all, where people 
get on with each other and feel like they are part 
of their local neighbourhood. To achieve this, we 
need strong local leadership, to increase community 

conversations to resolve problems and conflict 
locally, raise aspirations, create better links to 
social and economic opportunities, and improve the 
city’s resilience to extremist narratives. Increasing 
community engagement and participation will 
reduce dependency on public services, building 
more resilient communities across the city that 
make the best use of their strengths and assets to 
overcome challenges.

RESILIENT COMMUNITIES 
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

collective impact. Community Committees have improved 

focusing on what is important to local people and they will 
continue to play a key role in engaging with residents on 
local service priorities.

.......................................
We will add to our network of Community 
Hubs across the city, increasing these to  

18 in 2017/18 from the current 10. 

The hubs offer a range of integrated council services, 
including job searching help and advice, and provide 
a venue for pop-up surgeries from organisations such 
as the national careers service, Money Buddies and 

partnership with the LCCU continues to strengthen, 
reducing the reliance on high cost lenders for its 31,000 
Leeds members through the use of lower interest web-

service offering affordable loans directly on the high 
street, and development of a rent-to-buy alternative 
offering household goods at affordable rates. In response 
to research commissioned by the council and carried out 
by Leeds Beckett University into gambling related harm in 
Leeds, the council is working with local and national partners 
to develop an action plan to support those at risk.

.......................................
A number of government welfare reforms have been 
introduced since 2013 and more are planned for 2017, 
including the introduction of Universal Credit. The council 
will continue to monitor these and respond by providing 
advice and welfare-related support. We have trained 

services that may be relevant to the customer or bring in 

problems. We are planning to develop a digital centre of 

.......................................
With our third sector partners we will refresh our 
approach to community cohesion and developing 
community leadership, linked to the National Counter 

‘breakthrough project’, World class events and a vibrant 
, the council will 

continue to support community festivals and events that 
bring people together, such as Leeds Pride, the Leeds 
West Indian Carnival, Beeston Festival, Morley Arts 
and Garforth Festival, and many other community level 
activities, festivals and events.

.......................................
We are establishing new signposting and reporting centres 
within community-based organisations and places of 
worship to connect with hate crime victims. We will identify 

joint working opportunities to address racism and religious 
intolerance impacting upon young people in the city. We 
will ensure that the city’s safeguarding arrangements 

all staff have a responsibility to recognise and address 
safeguarding issues. Pledges are being developed to 
help embed this approach across the council.

.......................................
Leeds has a long-held commitment to 
support asylum seekers and refugees.

75 Syrian refugees through the national resettlement 
programme. Leeds has also been at the forefront of 
welcoming unaccompanied asylum seeking children: 

number is growing. They are supported in the same way 
as looked-after children but changes are anticipated under 
the Immigration Act in how we can support them when they 
reach 18. Work is underway to more fully understand, and 

supports economic migrants. A strategic city-wide approach 
to migration is being led through the Leeds Strategic 
Migration Board, aimed at improving understanding on all 
sides and bringing services together to meet the needs of all 
migrants and help them fully participate in the city. 

.......................................
We are addressing inequalities in safety across the city 
with a particular focus on supporting vulnerable people. 

harms in areas of most need and develop complementary 
and timely responses for children and young people 
entering police custody. This will reduce the overall 
number of arrests and increase voluntary attendance 
in a safe and secure environment. As part of our cross-
cutting ‘breakthrough project’ Tackling domestic violence 
and abuse

see professionals from a range of organisations consider 
what response and support can be offered to victims of 

pilot, in which GP practices ask women if they are 

What we’re doing 

..............................
Working with communities themselves and  
with partners, particularly in the third sector,  
we are helping communities become more enterprising 
and resilient through citizen-led approaches, supporting 

a range of community safety actions through the Safer 
Leeds partnership. Much of this is being delivered via 
the council’s cross-cutting ‘breakthrough project’, Strong 

.......................................
In 2017/18 we are rolling out a new multi-agency approach 
in the city’s priority neighbourhood improvement areas. 
Regeneration investment will be based on an assessment 
of needs, bringing together elected members, local 
communities and partners to set out a clear, ambitious 
but realistic vision of how areas can develop and change. 
This new approach promotes local decision-making and 
cultural change with staff across the council’s directorates 

• Leeds City Council Equality Improvement Priorities 2016-20
• Citizens@Leeds – Supporting communities and tackling 

Key strategies and 
related documents:

20%
of the Leeds population  
– almost 155,000 people  
in 65,000 households  

‘ABSOLUTE 
POVERTY’ 

86,000 
Leeds residents born 

outside the UK

While the numbers of  
asylum seekers and  

refugees in Leeds  
are relatively low, 

RACE HATE 
and destitution  

can affect these 
people’s lives 

The number of 
residents who have 
needed assistance 

with food via a 

FOOD BANK 
has increased from 

around 20,000 to

 25,000 774,000+ 
population of Leeds – 

forecasted to increase by 
12% to 2021.

We know that  
the makeup of  
our communities  
has also changed:  
it is increasingly

DIVERSE
with... 

170 
different languages 
spoken in the city

Between 2005 and 2015, the population of Leeds 
grew by  5.3%

more than half 
arrived in the last 
10 years and nearly 
one third were aged 
15 or younger140 

different  
ethnic groups 
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We will consult and continue to work with 
our partners to ensure that together we focus 
on supporting all children and young people 

to reach their potential. 

.......................................

local multi-agency partnerships centred on schools and 
children’s centres at the heart of communities. They 
include the children’s social work service, governors, 

housing services, third sector, health and local 
elected members. In 2017/18 we will strengthen these 
arrangements through the introduction of Restorative 

ordinated response to children and families who require 
intensive support. Initially these will be based in eight 

.......................................

we had been successful in our bid for innovation funding. 

for child welfare in Leeds, building on our current ‘good’ 

for three key areas: establishing the new RESTs; a 
restorative adolescent service, offering support and 
information about emotional wellbeing and mental health 

‘partner in practice’. 

.......................................
We will continue to deliver the activity set out in our 

 
based around: 

three ‘obsessions’ – to reduce the  
need for children to enter care;  

improve school attendance;  
and reduce the number of young  

people classed as ‘NEET’  
(not in education, employment or training).   

.......................................
Complementing the CYPP is the Leeds Best Start 
Plan which describes a long-term broad preventative 
programme from conception to age 2 years aimed 
at ensuring a good start for every baby, with early 

early in the life of the child. 

In 2017/18, through the Leeds Best Start Plan, we 
will introduce the Baby Buddy app, a comprehensive 
resource for parents of under 2s; carry out Happy Baby 
intergenerational work which aims to raise awareness to 
older people about how we raise happy, healthy children; 
and implement the recent Health Needs Assessment of 
Maternal and Child Nutrition, supporting our Health and 

.......................................

primary phase and so planning for additional secondary places 
is underway, helping us meet our statutory duty to ensure every 
child in Leeds has a school place. Between 2016 and 2023 the 

places – will need to be created to manage projected demand.

.......................................

has been developed in partnership with the NHS and 
we are the only local authority to have developed a joint 
strategy in this way.  

A range of specialist learning  
provision, underpinned by a

£45m investment,  
will be operational by  

September 2018, ensuring world-class  
provision, when needed, for pupils  

with SEMH needs. 

....................................... 

2016, assessing our arrangements for children with 
special educational needs and disabilities. The outcomes 

in February 2017. It highlights areas of strength and for 
further development which correlate well with our own 

inspection action plan that will build on our strengths and 
address areas where further improvements can be made.  

.......................................
While the number of children in Leeds who are looked 
after by the state is at its lowest for more than 10 years, 
more work is needed to safely reduce this number further 

providers. The Yorkshire and Humber regional adoption 
agency successfully submitted a bid to the government to 
set up a regional approach to adoption, with three sub-
regional adoption agencies. Leeds City Council is acting 
as the lead agency for the west sub-region. The new 
agency will ensure that more children and young people 

These arrangements will also help respond  

Key strategies and  
related documents:

 

Through our aspiration to be a child-friendly city, 
we are making a real difference in the lives of 
children, young people and their families. More 
children in Leeds are now safe and secure in 
families; children and young people have greater 
voice and influence; and an increasing number 
are achieving good outcomes, including making 
good progress in their learning. This is an ongoing 
journey: we need to maintain this progress by 

continuing to put children and young people at 
the heart of the council’s policies and partnership 
working, staying focused on keeping children safe 
and working collectively to ensure that families get 
the support they need. Our aim is to ensure that the 
needs of vulnerable children, young people and 
families who experience inequality of opportunity 
or outcomes are identified and responded to as 
soon as possible.

CHILD FRIENDLY CITY
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

26,400
under 16s  
across the city 
estimated to be

LIVING IN 
POVERTY...

We need to build  
the equivalent of 

8  NEW HIGH 
SCHOOLS 

by 2023 to  
manage projected  
demand  
for school 
places

• Future in Mind: Leeds 2016-20 (A strategy to improve 
the social, emotional, mental health and wellbeing of 
children and young people aged 0-25 years)

• Leeds Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 2015
• Leeds Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016-21

...With a growing child  
population, and that growth 
being greatest in the poorer 
and more diverse part of the 

...that is 

18.1% 

compared to  
an average of 

14.7% 

in England...

However, regionally the 
educational progress and 

achievement of children and 
young people who could be 

classed as disadvantaged  
       or vulnerable learners is     

    below national

What we’re doing 

.......................
 

visible throughout this Best Council Plan  
in the work we are doing to improve the  
homes and places in which children live and play and 
better their overall health and wellbeing. Some young 
people are statistically more likely to have relatively poor 

disabilities; those from some ethnic minority backgrounds; 
those with English as an additional language; poor school 

 
.......................................
attenders; and those involved in the social care system, 
as well as those living in more deprived backgrounds.  

is a collective approach to ensure that children and 
young people are engaged in learning and achieving; 
improving outcomes for children from disadvantaged 
backgrounds through the three ‘As’: their ‘attendance’ 
at school; their ability to ‘achieve’ well socially; and their 
academic ‘attainment’. 

   Poor  
attainment at  

school has a stark 
impact on adult 

outcomes, including
employability,  

earning potential,  
long-term health in  

later life and life  

Research tells us that education 
is the key to building resilient 
adults and improving  
adult outcomes

 Yorkshire  
and Humber  

is the 

2nd 
LOWEST 

English region for GCSE 
attainment for children on 

free school meals 
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Helping people to be independent, live in dignity 
and enjoy happy, healthy and active lives is at the 
heart of Leeds’ ambition to be a compassionate city 
with a strong economy. Through this, one of our 
priorities is to ensure people with care needs are 

given the right care at the right time. Where people 
are able to be independent, we will help them 
get the right support and access to services that 
enable this for as long as possible. 

BETTER LIVES FOR PEOPLE WITH  
CARE AND SUPPORT NEEDS  
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

What we’re doing 

.....................
We are facing these challenges  
together as a city, working collaboratively  
to transform how we support people’s  
health and social care needs, while  
continuing the council’s commitment to prioritise 
resources for the most vulnerable.

Our strategy is to work together with 
people with care and support needs 

and their families to find outcomes that 
draw on their strengths and assets to 
help them stay well and independent 

for as long as possible. 

It promotes the opportunity for individuals to be co-
producers of services and support rather than solely 
consumers of those services, thereby restoring their 
dignity as equal and independent citizens of Leeds.

Key elements of the strategy include: helping people with 
care and support needs to make the changes to live the 
way they want to; improving short-term help for older 
people leaving hospital; increasing the range of high 
quality care and support services; bringing communities 
together to support those who are isolated or with care 
and support needs; improving the help available to friends 
and family supporting people with social care needs; 
ensuring people with care and support needs are safe; 
helping people with physical or mental health conditions 
to learn/re-learn skills for independent living. The strategy 
can be broken down into three areas: 

better connections,  
better living and  

better conversations

.......................................
Better Lives through Better Connections

We are working with communities and partners to 
improve local support for people with care and support 
needs and continue to use citizen-driven technology 
to reduce isolation and promote independence. We 
are linking with the universities to promote social care 
research and innovation and with the private sector to 
support corporate social responsibility. 

In 2017 this will include:

• Building on local partnerships with third sector 
providers;

to commissioning services for people with long-term 
conditions and care and support needs; and

approaches which will build capacity within communities 
to offer support to people with care and support needs. 

 ......................................  
Better Lives through Better Living

We are continuing our work to improve the access of 
people with care and support needs to a range of housing 
options and enabling more people to purchase their social 
care directly, either individually or collectively with others 
in a similar situation. We are also further developing our 
services targeted towards helping people to recover their 
independence following an accident or illness and will up our 
game on supporting and sustaining the quality of services 

• Leeds will reduce the number of working age adults 
in residential care by further developing community 

Housing options; 
• Continue to provide specialist residential dementia care 

and incentivise providers to increase the amount of 
specialist nursing care available in Leeds; and

• Through the emerging Transport Strategy, develop a 
range of affordable and accessible transport to make 
getting into and around the city easier. 

More broadly the council is working in partnership through 
its cross-cutting ‘breakthrough project’, Making Leeds 
the best place to grow old in. The project is considering: 
transport and housing for older people; how to ensure they 
feel, and are, safe; and involving older people in education, 
culture, employment, training and volunteering. 

.......................................
Better Lives through Better Conversations

revision to its business process to introduce strengths-
based social work processes across the city and simplify 
access to care and support through direct payments and 
individual service funds. We want people to have new 
and different conversations about a person’s social care 
and support needs. These will focus on an individual’s 
aspiration, independence and capacity; early intervention; 
swift responses in a crisis; and continued investment in 
effective, local community services that can be directly 
accessed by citizens. 

• Leeds Better Lives Strategy (updated  
version in development – available summer 2017)

• Leeds Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 2015
• Leeds Local Account 2016/17
• Leeds Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2016-21

• Leeds Housing Strategy 2016-21 

Strategy due for publication end 2017

• Leeds Affordable Warmth Strategy 2017-30

Key strategies and  
related documents: 

 
20 years the 
 65-85
 AGE GROUP 
is projected to 
increase by  

1/3

5% 

years in the city’s learning 
disabilities population: it 
now stands at more than 

3,000 
PEOPLE 

10% 

in Leeds are aged over 60 

Residents aged 85 and 

over the same period 

Leeds’ adult population with dementia  
is predicted to rise between  

50%
from just  

over 8,000  
to 12,000    We face the twin challenges 

growing and ageing population with more 

requiring greater and more intense  
levels of  
support

This growth is 
particularly focussed 
amongst younger people 
with the most profound 
needs for care

about the opportunities and quality of life of people 
who use care and support services – this has led  
to a national drive to improve the  
quality and level of people’s 

of their social care and support  
services and an increasing focus  
on the integration of health and  
social care services

x

......................
................................

70,000 

pensioner households 
in Leeds – over half are 
older people living alone
Source: 2011 census

15% 
older people described 

as lonely or socially 
isolated

Trends suggest the working age  
population supported by the 

council with moderate or  
severe learning disabilities  

will increase by around
 7.5% 

CHOICE AND CONTROL
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Leeds is a growing city.  We have a population of 
more than 774,000 that is forecast to rise further as 
the city expands and the economy strengthens. A 
strategic, integrated approach to planning, funding 
and delivering improved infrastructure for Leeds will 
help us support this growth. Improving connectivity 
will bring new markets within reach for business, 
new jobs within reach for people, and a wider 
workforce within reach for employers. In line with 
being a compassionate city, we need to do this in 

a way that ensures Leeds is liveable and healthy, 
as well as prosperous. We need: a transport system 
that’s fit for the 21st century, connecting people and 
places and helping us improve air quality; a digitally 
connected and enabled city and infrastructure that 
can cope with extreme weather and unexpected 
events; and enough quality, affordable and 
accessible homes that cater for our growing 
population, protect the quality of the environment 
and respect community identity. 

TRANSPORT & INFRASTRUCTURE 
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

The current level of  
investment in infrastructure  
in the North is not enough
Source: IPPR

£247 

spend per person in
YORKSHIRE &  
HUMBERSIDE

32% 
of Leeds households  

have no car
Source: 2011 census

£1,870 
spend per person in 

LONDON

has major problems in 
reliability, accessibility and 

The average house price is 

 7x HIGHER
 than the average single 

of the private rented sector 
unaffordable to many low 

income households

24,000
APPLICANTS 

on the social housing Leeds 
Home Register in 2016 in 
part due to poor quality, 
unsafe,unhealthy and  
costly private rentals 

Congestion is an issue on busy 
junctions causing journey time 
delays and contributing to air 
quality issues

Leeds is the busiest  
station in the North with 

37 million  
PASSENGERS 

...................          ...........

..........................................................

 ONLY

18.5% 

of residents travel to work  
by public transport 

• Leeds Site Allocations Plan 2012-28 
• Leeds Housing Strategy 2016-21
• Leeds Growth Strategy 2017-20 (in development – due 

for publication summer 2017)

 – 

• Leeds City Region Strategic Economic Plan 2016-36

• West Yorkshire Low Emissions Strategy 2016-21
• West Yorkshire Local Transport Plan 2011-26
• West Yorkshire Combined Authority Transport Strategy 

(in development)

What we’re doing 

...........................
Connecting with partners across the city and  
the region, we have a unique opportunity to  
invest in new transport initiatives to support growth in 
the city, using £173m government funding originally 

trolleybus system. With local and private sector 

.......................................
contributions the total investment package is worth 
around £270m. Later in 2017 we will publish a Leeds 
Transport Strategy, guided by an independent advisory 
panel and taking into account feedback from the 8,000 
people who put their views forward during the 2016 
‘Transport Conversation’.

Shorter-term proposals include transforming the bus network 
with a more frequent service, more bus stops with real time 

and contactless payments; developing high quality transport 
hubs across the district for key economic hubs such as Leeds 
Bradford Airport, Thorpe Park and White Rose, connecting 
people to jobs; and 2,000 additional park and ride spaces to 
reduce congestion. 

As the largest city in Western Europe 
without a modern mass transit network, 

our longer-term ambition remains to 
have a transport system that can move 
large numbers of people through the 

city and city region

Station to connect HS2, Northern Powerhouse Rail and 
local and regional services. Both short-term and longer-term 
measures contribute to our low carbon, better air quality aims.

.......................................
HS2 is providing Leeds with an opportunity to re-imagine 
the city centre, accelerating delivery of what is already one 
of Europe’s largest regeneration projects: Leeds South 
Bank. The waterfront will be completely redeveloped 

are constructing the innovative Leeds Flood Alleviation 

the city centre and Hunslet, and developing proposals and 

protection measures on the River Wharfe.  

.......................................

infrastructure: the city is the home of the only operational 

of England; over 1,350 digital companies are based in 
Leeds and we have the highest number of scale-up digital 
companies outside the South East; we are a world leader 

North. Going forwards, we will build on these strengths, 
continuing our ‘Smart Cities’ work: seeking opportunities 
to use technology to help people and communities 

data; growing people’s digital skills and their access to 
the internet to enable them to be better connected and 

more integrated IT platforms and better information sharing 
between health and care organisations across the city, 
enabling more joined-up care.   

.......................................
The Leeds Housing Strategy 2016-21 sets out our ambitions 
for effectively meeting housing need to make Leeds 

priorities: affordable housing growth; improving housing 
quality; promoting independent living; creating sustainable 
communities; improving health through housing and meeting 

Housing growth and 
high standards in all sectors ‘breakthrough project’ aims 

regenerate neighbourhoods, and to secure housing 

.......................................
With developers and housing associations we are identifying 
opportunities to build new homes – including affordable 
homes – and convert empty homes back into use to meet a 
target of 70,000 new homes in Leeds by 2028. 

We’re underway with the largest 
programme of council housing 

development for decades, delivering 
1,000 new council homes 

Care housing schemes. These will be built to the new 
Leeds Standard: better urban design, meeting space 
standards and using sustainable construction. Through 

encouraging landlords to sign up to the Leeds Rental 
Standard: an accreditation scheme aimed at driving 
improvements in quality across the private rented 
sector. These initiatives are also providing employment 
opportunities in construction and increasing the energy-

.......................................
We are reducing homelessness through prevention 
initiatives, ensuring that no person needs to sleep 

and families are helped further through our Housing 
Related Support Programme, providing support and 
emergency accommodation. We are continuing to carry 
out adaptations to housing to help disabled people live 
independently and prevent admission to hospital or 

making it easier for disabled applicants and housing 

Key strategies &  
related documents:



..............        ..................
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We want Leeds to be a healthy and green city in 
which to live, work and visit. Working with partners 
to reduce carbon emissions will bring about health 
and wellbeing benefits through cleaner air and more 
affordable warmth. Technology will make homes 
and businesses more energy efficient, deliver more 

sustainable transport, help us reduce waste and 
recycle more and give the city greater energy security.  
New jobs and apprenticeships can be created in the 
environmental arena. From the Best Council Plan 
perspective of reducing inequalities, lowering carbon 
plays a significant role in reducing fuel poverty.

LOW CARBON   
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

The challenges 

What we’re doing 

......................
We are working in partnership to tackle  
fuel poverty through our cross-cutting  
‘breakthrough project’, Cutting carbon and  
improving air quality. A number of schemes are in place 
with more planned to widen access to low cost energy, 

energy and provide additional targeted support to 
households at risk of falling into fuel poverty. 

.......................................
2017 will see us aiming to secure funding 

to begin construction of the first phase of a 
citywide district heating network 

to pipe lower cost and lower carbon heat to businesses and 
residents in urban areas. Longer-term, we have a vision 
to create an interlinked series of district heating networks 
covering much of the city and so have begun detailed 
heat mapping to identify opportunities. We are working 
closely with businesses, developers and public sector 
partners to secure their interest. Solar panels installed on 
a number of council buildings and 1,000 council homes 
between 2012 and 2015, have saved around 1,200 tonnes 

reduction in their fuel bills. However, with drastic cuts in 

can apply to get payments from your energy supplier if you 

investigating how new technologies, such as greater use 
of energy storage, can be used to help make the business 
case work for more solar schemes.

.......................................

with public health, local clinical commissioning groups and 
Leeds Community Healthcare through the ‘Warm Well 
Homes’ initiative to identify residents suffering from cold-

people to live safely in their own homes without their health 
conditions being made worse by living in cold conditions.

.......................................
Following two years of community engagement, advice and 
enforcement work in Holbeck – one of the most deprived 
areas in Leeds with many empty homes and private rentals  

work, including attic room and solid wall insulation. We are 

insulation a national infrastructure priority. If all 70,000  
solid-walled homes in Leeds were insulated, over £0.5bn 

properties already insulated, people have seen on average 

 
.......................................

In September 2016, White Rose Energy  
was launched 

– a partnership between the council and Robin Hood 

provide low cost energy to all households with pricing 
that is fair and transparent, helping people to stay warm 
and comfortable in their own homes without paying over 
the odds. In 2017, the ambition is to acquire and retain 
10,000 new customers from across the region.

.......................................
The council is working with Northern Gas Networks 

and Teesside to make the case to government to support 

natural gas network in Leeds to 100% hydrogen which 

converted in what is essentially a vision for the country, 
reducing emissions from the region by over 11% by 2030.  

.......................................
A cross-sector Leeds Committee on Climate Change 
is being established. The Committee will provide 
independent advice on the most effective steps needed to 
meet the city’s carbon reduction targets: an interim 2030 
target of a 60% reduction in the city’s carbon emissions 
with the ultimate objective of Leeds having zero carbon 
emissions and running on green energy by 2050. 

.......................................
The council will do its part by continuing to reduce its own 
energy and carbon footprint.  

Between 2008/09 and 2014/15 we  
cut carbon emissions by 20% across our 

buildings and operations 

through a combination of investment, training and 
reviewing our processes and contracts. This also supports 

Fuel poverty  
disproportionately affects  

vulnerable people: houses are 
colder than they should be which is 
particularly damaging to the health 
of children, older people and those 

with underlying health conditions, 
affecting their quality of life and 

leading to additional pressures on 
health and social care services 

• Leeds Climate Change Strategy: Making the change 2012-15
• Leeds Affordable Warmth Strategy 2017-30
• West Yorkshire Low Emissions Strategy 2016-21 
• Leeds Interim Transport Strategy (December 2016)

• Leeds City Council Energy Policy (2015)

• Leeds City Council Sustainable Energy and Action Plan 
(December 2015)

• Cutting Carbon Breakthrough Project Annual Report 
(Executive Board, December 2016)

Key strategies and  
related documents: 

 
of Leeds households live in fuel 
poverty, meaning their energy 
costs are high relative to  
their incomes 

 

950,000 
tonnes
of commercial and  

industrial waste  
produced each year 

Source: based on most recent assessment 
for Leeds as set out in the Natural Waste and 

Children’s social and 
educational attainment can 
suffer as they have nowhere 
to comfortably do homework 
or entertain friends

whose tariffs can be some of the 

700 
people in Leeds will die  
this year from illnesses 
related to air pollution...

...with an overall cost to 
the local economy of 

£480m 

1=

51% 

increase in real term  
domestic energy bills  

2005-2013

UK  
TARGET:
 80%  
reduction in  
carbon emissions  
by 2050 

 
baseline  

LEEDS  
TARGET:

 100% 
reduction 
in carbon  

emissions  
by 2050

00000

70,000 
 solid-walled homes  
in Leeds – insulation  
could save £0.5bn in 

energy costs

...........................................................................................

 

This is above the

 10.6% 
English  
average

11.9% 



In March 2016 Leeds City Council won the Local 
Government Chronicle’s Children’s Services award 
with judges praising our, “genuinely ambitious 
programme reaching out to all children and 
young people across the city through concerted 
interagency drive and an obvious clarity of 
leadership.” In June 2016 we then won the 
Municipal Journal’s prestigious ‘Local Authority 
of the Year’ award. The judges commended our 
“consistent and dynamic leadership” and “clear 
improvement vision”, especially in regard to 
regeneration and health inequalities. They also 
noted that winning this category highlights a 

local authority’s success not just in one project or 
department but right across the organisation. 

We are justifiably proud of receiving these 
accolades but we are not complacent: we 
recognise the complex challenges facing the city, 
as explained throughout this Best Council Plan, at a 
time of continued financial and demand pressures 
across all public services. In response, we are 
continuing to look hard at what we do and how we 
do it as part of our ongoing journey to become a 
more efficient and enterprising organisation, the 
‘Best Council’ in the UK.

EFFICIENT & ENTERPRISING  
Tackling poverty and reducing inequalities

What we’re doing 

......................
This journey centres on a  
programme of organisational  
cultural change aimed at making the  
best use of the resources within the council  
and more broadly across the city and region.   
It builds on the Leeds-led Commission on the  
Future of Local Government which, in 2012, developed  
a set of propositions based on the concept of: 

‘civic enterprise’: councils becoming more 
enterprising, businesses and other partners 

more civic and the public more engaged.  

.......................................
The world of local government is changing: the geographies 
and demographics of the populations we serve are shifting; 

are advancing all the time; levels and sources of funding 

working, integration and devolution. Against this backdrop, 
we recognise that the time is right to review and refresh the 
propositions laid out in the Commission to ensure they are 

 

...........................
Since 2010 the council’s  

costs have risen and  
our core funding from 
government has gone  

down by around 

£214m (48%)
with a further reduction of  

£25m in 2017/18

.....................
To date, we have responded  

 
been able to balance the  
budget each year, protecting  
front line services and avoiding large scale compulsory 
redundancies. This has been achieved by stimulating 
good economic growth, creatively managing demand  
for services, increasing trading and commercial 

 
 

 
all of which will continue  
so that we can deliver the  

£82m 
of savings  
required in  

2017/18

This year we will further assess our fees and charges, 
strengthen budget accountabilities and review our joint 
funding arrangements to help ensure a consistent and 
strategic approach that is fair and equitable to all partners 

anticipated will be set out this summer through an 

.......................................
The council’s workforce has shrunk in recent years, 

Though we have fewer people, we 
remain confident we can deliver our 
Best Council Plan priorities if staff 
continue to work more flexibly and 

innovatively, performing at their best. 

To enable this, we will refresh our People and 
Culture Strategy this year to improve our leadership 
and management, workforce planning and talent 
management. We will focus on the role of leaders 
in encouraging a positive ‘can do’ culture across the 

speaking up where they see that something might be 
done better and empowered to create solutions.      

.......................................
2017/18 will see an even greater focus on inclusion and 
diversity with individual improvement objectives for all staff, 
policy reviews, actions in team plans, improved training 
and reviews of recruitment practices and progression 
routes. These activities aim to raise awareness, eliminate 
barriers, celebrate differences and create a workforce 
more representative of our communities.  

Having adopted the West Yorkshire 
Low Pay Charter, we will continue 
with a range of actions to support 

our lower paid staff: maintain  
a minimum pay rate of

£8.25 
and review this alongside national pay negotiations; carry 
out impact assessments in relation to pay and poverty 
issues in our workforce; re-launch our Union Learn 
programme to support lower paid workers with basic 
skills and use the government’s new Apprentice Levy to 
enhance their career progression.

.......................................
From April 2017, the council’s organisational shape is 

bringing services together in a simpler and clearer structure 

senior management level. While structure is important, too 
much emphasis on it can lead to a silo approach in how 
people work. To counteract this, it is crucial that we keep 
encouraging multi-disciplinary teams from across council 
services, partners and communities to come together 
around shared issues. This approach underpins our eight 
‘breakthrough projects’ which are helping deliver the Best 
Council Plan priorities. The projects will continue in 2017/18 
alongside a strengthened ‘key account management’ 
approach aimed at capitalising on the relationships we have 
with city and regional partners from all sectors. 

Cutting carbon and  
improving air quality 

Reducing fuel bills, delivering savings  
and promoting renewable energy

World class events and a  
vibrant city centre that  
all can benefit from 
Creating a cutting edge and  
inclusive city centre, and  
hosting world class events

More jobs, better jobs
More secure, well paid jobs for  

Leeds and better access to them

Early intervention and  
reducing health inequalities

Supporting an inclusive healthy  
living system for Leeds

Tackling domestic  
violence and abuse 

A coordinated approach to stop  
domestic violence and abuse

Housing growth and high  
standards in all sectors  
Meeting the housing needs of a  

vibrant and growing city

 

Making Leeds the best  
place to grow old in 

Ensuring Leeds helps people  
to age well and live independently

Strong communities  
benefiting from a strong city 

Strength, sustainability and  
aspiration in Leeds communities

BREAKTHROUGH PROJECTS 
Helping deliver the Best Council Plan

Innovation and collaboration, on a city-
wide scale, driving change for individuals, 
communities and public services

i
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......................................

as ‘Changing the Workplace’ goes live in 2017/18 as 
around 1,000 staff move into the newly refurbished 
Merrion building. The programme is helping deliver 

 

When it re-opens, Merrion House will bring 
together the majority of front-line council 
services into one place and create a new 

customer services hub, improving  
customer access in the city centre

– with our wider rollout of Community Hubs serving as focal 
points for members of the public in other parts of Leeds.     

......................................
 

Heatmap has highlighted that 

13% 

of adults in Leeds  
have never been  

online and 23% lack  
all five basic digital skills

– managing information, communicating, transacting, 

ambition for a city where everyone has the opportunity 

We are asking all council staff to assess themselves 
against these skills and we will then develop an action 
plan. By using technology and training to grow people’s 
digital skills, we will make it easier for staff and citizens 
to self-serve online, providing information and services 
on the web in a user-friendly way that encourages take-
up. We will encourage customers to ‘channel shift’: to 
move away from face-to-face, phone and e-mail contact 
where appropriate so that they receive a quicker, more 
streamlined response and can access services at times 
that suit them. 

.....................................
Going digital incorporates technological change but is just 
as much about culture change, about being prepared to 
challenge often long-standing working practices. We will 
therefore maintain our approach of simplifying and  

 
standardising how we work as well as consolidating and  
rationalising technology where possible as we refresh 
our IT hardware and software. Key projects include: 
upgrading the Microsoft infrastructure that underpins the 
running of most of our critical applications; modernising 
the council’s communications tools; also modernising our 
network, server and data centre infrastructure to support 

service capability for partners. Further rollout of our 
‘digital by design’ principle will facilitate this work as part 

......................................
We will continue to improve the quality and availability 
of information provided to customers and also to staff 
and elected members, bringing together data from 
across the city to aid operational and strategic decision-
making and better prioritise interventions and resources 
to where they are most needed. A large-scale project 
for 2017/18 is to ensure all council services, contracts 
and the partners with whom we share information are 

which come into effect from 25th May 2018. These 

stringent rules for handling personal and sensitive data.  

......................................

making, but this needs to be supplemented by what 
people tell us through engagement. Alongside ongoing 

council services or major initiatives such as developing 
the Leeds Growth Strategy, 2017/18 will also mark the 
launch of ‘Changing Leeds’. This is an invitation for 
anyone who lives, works, visits or studies in the city 
to talk about the challenges that public services and 
communities in Leeds are facing so that together we can 
come up with the right solutions. We are working with 

learn more and take part in the discussions through a 

assets such as local groups, events, social media and 
other communications channels.  

• Leeds City Council People and Culture Strategy 
(currently being refreshed – to be published later 2017)

• Leeds City Council Annual Financial Plan 2017/18 and 

• Leeds City Council Equality Improvement Priorities 
2016-20

 (in 
development – to be published later 2017) 

• Leeds City Council Annual Governance Statement 
2016 (the next update will be published in summer 2017)

• Commission on the Future of Local Government 2012

Key strategies &  
related documents:

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS   
How we are measuring progress in achieving better outcomes – these 
can change during the year so check online for the latest versioni

The set of key performance indicators (KPIs) below helps us measure progress in delivering 
our Best City and Best Council ambitions, outcomes and priorities. They are strategic indicators 
that we track over the long-term and report on regularly. At the end of the year, we look back 
on our performance and publish an annual report on the ‘Best Council Plan’ page on the 
council’s leeds.gov.uk website. This is supplemented by more detailed performance information 
produced for the range of plans and strategies that support the Best Council Plan. A wider set 
of information about Leeds is also available through the Leeds Observatory, a web-based tool 
that provides a focal point for information and data about our areas and communities. 

Workforce more 
representative of our 
communities 

More apprentices  
employed by the council 

Lower average staff 
sickness levels 

All staff have appraisals  
and mid-year reviews

Improved staff  
engagement scores

Minimise over/underspend 

Growth in business rates

collection rate

Increased percentage of  

ICT system/service 
availability

Fewer customer complaints 

More council customers 
using self-serve when 
getting in touch 

 
from council buildings  
and operations 

Percentage of council staff 
with all 5 basic digital skills 

Safe reduction in the number  
of children looked after
Higher school attendance
Fewer young people not in 
education, employment or  

Educational attainment at age 16 

Increase in city centre travel by 

Number of people killed or seriously 

More residents with all 5 basic  
digital skills 
Growth in new homes in Leeds 
Reduced  homelessness 

More adults and older people  
helped to live at home
Increase in registered care services 
rated as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’
More people with choice and  
control of their care services
Fewer people return to hospital 
following discharge
Percentage of new client referrals  
for specialist social care resolved  
at point of contact or through 
accessing universal services 

Fewer households in fuel poverty
Reduced carbon emissions  
across the city 
Improved energy and thermal 

Increased waste recycled

Growth in jobs in the  
Leeds economy 
Increased productivity
More people supported to  
improve their skills
More Leeds residents with at  

Increased number of new  
business start-ups
Increased footfall as a result  
of major cultural events 

More adults are active
Fewer children are obese
Lower infant mortality rates
Reduced avoidable years  
of life lost
Suicide rates
Fewer people smoking
Claimant rate for Employment 
Support Allowance 

Increased self-reporting of 
domestic violence and abuse 
incidents
Reduced rate of serious  

 

behaviour / nuisance concerns
Hate crime incidents 
Number of adults of working age 
affected by in-work poverty
Increased earnings for the lowest 
paid 10% of working residents 

Good growth

Health & wellbeing

Better lives

Resilient communities

Transport & 
infrastructure

Child friendly city

Low carbon

BEST CITY KPIs 

BEST COUNCIL KPIs 
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OUR VALUES   
Underpinning what we do and how we worki

Being open,  
honest and  
trusted

– I can be my best

 
The importance of this value is well understood based on 
integrity, transparency, trust and honest feedback.Going 
forward, being bold in our approach will be helpful, as will 
two-way communications focused on sharing successes 
more widely and more visibly. 

How we can get better: We need to continue 
to encourage and support a climate of openness and 
knowledge sharing; welcome regular feedback reinforced 
through meaningful appraisals and one-to-one meetings; 
we need to be honest about what we can and cannot 
do and work more on our communications with staff, 
particularly at this time given the scope  
and scale of business   
change. 

 
Treating  
people fairly 

– It feels like I count

People really appreciate this value: when things are not 
going so well it gives them something to point to and 
challenge behaviour that is not in line with it. 

How we can get better: We need to focus 
more on enhancing staff wellbeing and resilience; make 
inclusion and diversity a priority and celebrate difference; 
acknowledge success throughout the year and not just at 
set points such as annual staff awards; continue to give 
staff a voice and act on ideas generated as opposed to 
blocking them; continue to build on the ‘can do’ approach 
that so many of our workforce embody and encourage 
and lead on cutting edge innovation, enabling this through 

 

 

 
Spending  
money wisely

– I make every pound  
go further

People feel that it is right that we have this value, 

operating in, but that ‘spending money’ needs to be 
considered more holistically than in purely cash terms.

How we can get better: We need to continue 
to encourage a better use of resources more widely, with 
more emphasis on talent, time, abilities and skills as 
well as tangible assets; to reinforce that the concept of 
‘value for money’ is not just based on the lowest cost or 
best price but equally on the quality of service delivery 
and delivering better outcomes and that this sometimes 
requires investing more upfront to save in the longer term.

Working as a team  
for Leeds

 – I am part of  
a team with a  
‘can do’ attitude

Working collaboratively towards common goals was a 
common theme of staff discussions around this value. 
People understand the need to work differently and 
across silos but in practice, there is more to do to  
achieve a widespread collaborative  
mindset and the infrastructure  
to enable collaboration  
to take place across  
the city. 

How we can get better: We need to actively 
encourage staff to work together on shared goals, sharing 
talent across services and with partners and recognising 
that this increases job satisfaction and creativity, leading 

facilitate joint working; allow ‘permission  
to play’, to challenge and   
a ‘can do’ attitude and 
appreciate and 
recognise this. 

Working with  
all communities

- There’s no wrong  
door into the council

In our discussions there was recognition that we need 
to ‘work with’ our communities, not ‘do to’. A more 

this and our Best Council Plan ambitions and priorities. 
People are proud to make a positive difference and, when 
we do, would like to shout about it more.

How we can get better: We need to better 
enable and support communities and build this into our 

emphasise that safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility; 
be more responsive to customers, however they contact 
us, so they are not passed from one person or service to 
another; challenge elected members, staff and partners 
as needed to ensure we all put citizens at the core of 
every decision we make; despite the challenging   
     economic climate, continue to work hard and work   
          well with and for the people of Leeds. 

“This means using  
all our resources 
efficiently, every day”

“I am pleased to say 
I work with others, 
not ‘to’ or ‘for’ them.”

“As long as everyone  
shows a ‘can do’ attitude 
rather than ‘we’ve always 
done it that way’ then we can 
achieve great things.”

“I am set clear 
expectations and have 
regular meetings with 
managers”

“It feels like I 
count when I have 
responsibility and 
am given authority 
to get on” 

Our values underpin everything we do – our 
policies, strategies and processes – and how we 
work, defining our organisational culture. They 
provide a reference point for staff on how they 
are expected to behave and what they, and our 
customers and partners, can expect from Leeds 
City Council. 

In 2011, we developed our five core values. To 
make sure they are still relevant, in January 2017 
we talked about them with staff from across 
the authority. Overall, people are positive and 

enthusiastic about our values, feeling they fairly 
represent how we currently work, or how we 
should work. However, people also felt that more 
could be done to bring them to life. Our five values 
are explained below in terms of what they mean to 
staff now, in 2017, and what more we can do.

Working with our staff on the council’s values helps 
us put those values into practice every day, in every 
service we deliver, so that Leeds can have confidence 
in a council which is honest, fair, good with money, 
joined up and proud to make a difference.  



You can stay up to date with all our news  
and services throughout the year.

www.leeds.gov.uk

LeedsCC_News

Leedscouncil

 


